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3,508,402 hetween the !iqi.tid phase and the vapor phase therein 
BOILER POX GEWERATHRTG HIGH in spite of high heat input rates to the boiler. 
QUALITY VAPOR It is a further object of the invention to provide a 
Vernon H. Gray, Bay Village, Ohio, and AHEan \V. Joslyn, boiler which has relatively little pressure drop. 
Houston, Tex., assignors to the Ui5ted States of America Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
as represeuted by the Administrator of the National ' boiler, the operation of which is substantially unaffected 
Aeronautics and Space Adz~iinistration by gravitational fields or orientation. Filed Sept. 6, 1967, Ser. No. 666,554 
Hat. C1. FOYd I /00; F22b 5/00 It  is yet another object of the invention to provide a 
U.S. Cl. 60-108 Clailns boiler in which the flow of liquid and vapor is steady. Other objects and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the following description and 
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A boiler for supplying high quality vapor from a 
liquid by imparting a high angular velocity to the liquid 
to  form a liquid annulus in a heated, rotating drum 
whereby a sharp interface is produced between the liquid 
phase end the vapor phase in the drum. 
The invention described herein was made by employees 
of the United States Govelnment and may be manufac- 
tured and used by or for the Government for govern- 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates generally to  vapor generating 
systems for converting liquids to vapors and is directed 
more particularly to a boiler for supplying high quality 
vapor to a turbine motor. 
It  is desirable that vapor utilized to drive a turbine 
be of the highest quality. This means that the minimum 
possible number of liquid droplets is carried in the vapor. 
In systems such as Rankine cycle power systems where 
liquid metals are utilized to produce the vapor, liquid 
droplets in the vapor can cause severe erosion of the 
turbine blades. 
With the advent of nuclear reactors as heat sources 
for Rankine cycle power generating systems, the forced 
flow, heat-exchanger type of "once-through" boiler hns 
come into being. In this type of boiler, liquid metal is 
pumped to the boiler where it is vapoiized by heat ap- 
plied to the boiler. This heat, by way of example, may 
be supplied by a heated liquid metal surrounding the 
boiler and circulating through a nuclear reactor. The 
vapor produced in the boiler is dilected through a turbine 
motor and then condensed and recirculated. 
A number of flow instability problems have arisen 
as a result of using the forced flow, heat-exchanger type 
of "once-through" boiler. These problems are in the 
form of time-wise variations of pressure, temperature, 
flow rate of the fluid plus interactions w ~ t h  the feed 
system. 
Past attempts at obtaining high quality vapor, particu- 
larly in systems utilizing liquid metals, have included 
boilers complising one or more tubes, each containing 
either a helical or a twisted ribbon baffle. The baffles 
cause the liquid and vapor phases in the boiler tubes 
to fo l lo l~  a helical path. Thiq influences the liquid and 
the vaoor to separate so that the vapol can be delivered 
to the turbine. 
The helical-baMe boiler trrbes can provide a fairly high 
quality vapor, but the qrrality is not always as high as 
desired becarise of undesirable flow instabilities associated 
with Rankine cycle sysiems for space applications. Fur- 
thermore, this type of boiler causes a substantial pressure 
drop because of the baffles. Additionally, its operation 
is often influenced by gravitational fields and orientation. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide 
an improved boiler which is capable of supplying vapor 
u~liformly at a very high quality. 
It is another object of the invention to provic'ie a 
boiler which produces a sharp interface or separation 
accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a two-stage boiler; 
FIG. 2a is a cross-sectional view of a second embodi- 
ment of the invention in which the boiler is adapted for 
rotation with the rotor of a turbine motor; 
FIG. 2b shows a modification to the structure of 
FIG. 2a; 
FIG. 3a is a cross-sectional view of a boiler embody- 
ing certain parts of the structures of FIGS. 1 and 2;  and 
FIG. 3b shows a modification to the structure shown 
in FIG. 3a. 
Referring now to FIG. 1, the embodiment of the 
invention shown there comprises a boiler 10, boiler heat- 
ing means 11 and boiler drive means 12. The boiler 
con~prises a drum 13 having an end wall 14 and an end 
wall 15, the latter including a vapor outlet which is con- 
centric with the drum axis, The vapor outlet is formed 
by an axially, outwardly extending annular flange 16 
disposed in the end wall 15. 
Adjacent to and concentric with the drum 13 there is 
provided a drum 17 having an end wall 18. A shaft 19 
extends through the walls 18 and 14 to support the 
drums 13 and 17 for rotation. In order to form a liquid 
annulus 20 against the interior surface of the drum 14 
and to form a liquid annulus 21 against the interior sur- 
face of the drum 13, a passage 22 is provided in the shaft 
19 and opens into a port 23 axially positioned between 
the walls IS and 14. The flow of liquid entering the 
drum 17 is controlled by a plug 24 actuated by a float 25 
by means of a rod 26. To limit movement of the plug 24 
and the float 25 to a radial path, a yoke 26a mounted 
on the wall E4 aligns the rod 26. The port 23, together 
with the plug 24, iloat 25 and the rod 26 serve as a 
liquid flow rate control means for the boiler 10. Thus, 
the drum 17 may be considered as a flow rate control 
stage of the boiler 10 while the drum 13 is the boiler 
stage. 
To the end that the drum 13 will be rotated at a 
high rate of speed whereby a liquid annulus 21 is formed 
therein, the drum dr i~~ing  means 12 is provided. The driv- 
ing means may include an electric motor 24 having a 
pulley 28 connected through a belt 29 to a pulley 30 
on the shaft 19. Adjacent to the pulley 30, a bearing 32 
is provided to support the shaft 19. A similar bearing 
(not shown) may be provided at some other point on the 
shaft I9 for more support. The vapor condcit 33 fits over 
the annular flange 46 in telescoping fashion and an 
annutar seal 34 is disposed therebetween. 
In 01-der to siipply liquid to the port 23 under pressure, 
ii1er.e is provided a. liclciiri container 35, the upper end of 
which is connected to a tank of pressurized gas 34 throrrgk 
a gas iine 37. A stationary pipe 38 extends from the lower 
end of the liquid container 35 into a cup formed by a 
cylindrical flange 39 disposed at one end of the shaft 19. 
A suitable annular seal $0 is disposed between the cylin- 
drical flange and the pipe 38 to prevent loss of the liquid 
Aowing in the pipe 35 and the passage 22. The pipe 38 
together with the passageway 22 and the port 23 con~prise 
a liquid flow path. 
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'To the cnd iliat heat will be applicd to the drum 23 to other than that of ;hc c:>i.tii. !?C coilr.se, the rotational 
vaporize a liquid annulus 21 contained th-rein, insulated speed of the drams 13 and 17 inrtst be such that the hoop- 
heater elements 45 are disposed around the exterior of the stress and vibrational limits of the drums are not ex- 
drunl in a thermally conducting material 42. Electric cur- ceeded. 
rent is snpplied to the heater elements 4 1  from a pair of It wil! he l~nderstood by those skilled in the art that the 
metal rings 43 and 44 disposed outside of the heater ele- rotational speed required to produce a sharp interface 
nlents and supported by insulators 45 and 46. The rings between the liquid and the vapor decreases as the heat 
43 and 44 are connected to the heater elements 41 by applied to the drum decreases. Sin~ilarly, the rotational 
leads 47 and 48, respectively. TO deliver electric power to. speed of the drum may be reduced as its diameter is in- 
the heater elements 41, brushes 49 and 49a ride on the creased. Where the liquid used to generate vapor is water 
rings 43 and 44, respectively, as the drum 13 rotates, the and where heat is applied to the boiler at the rate of 
brushes being connected to the electric power source 13, 88,000 B.1.u. per hour, ft.2, it has been found that rotating 
In operation, the motor 27 drives the shaft 19 together the drums 113 and 17 at a speed to produce 400 gravities 
with the drums 13 and 17 mounted thereon at a high rate creates a smooth continuous interface. 
of rotation. Heat is applied to the exterior of the drum 13 I As the number of gravities is increased, the boiling heat 
by the heating elements described previously. flux can be increased by a ratio proportional to the fourth 
The pressurized gas in the tank 36 forces the liquid in root of the number of artificial gravities. Thus, for 10,000 
the container 35 to flow through the pipe 38 and the pas- artificial gravities, the heat flux can be 10 times as much 
sageway 22 to the port 23. When the thickness or depth as at 1 gravity. 
of the liquid annulus 20 is of a prescribed value, the plug 20 Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shorvn an embodi- 
24 will be forced against the port 23 by the float 25, thus ment of the invention which is particularly well suited for 
preventing liquid from entering the drum 17. However, use in a Rankine cycle power system. As in the structure 
when the depth or thickness of the liquid annulus 20 drops of FIG. 1, the embodiment of the invention illustrated in 
below the prescribed value, the rotating float 25, because FIG. 2 comprises a boiler section P O ,  boiler heating means 
of centrifugal force, pulls the plug 24 away from the Port 26 11 and boiler driving means 12. The boiler section 10 
23 allowing liquid to spray into the drum 17. con~prises a drum 51 having a first end wall 52 and a 
Since the port 23 rotates about the axis of the drums second end wall 53 having a vapor outlet opening 54 
13 and 17, a slight angular velocity is imparted to the therein. The vapor outlet 54 is formed by a cylindrical 
liquid entering the drum 17. Consequently, the liquid flange 55 which extends axially outward from the end 
travels radially away from the axis and merges from the 30 wall 53. The drum 51 is carried on a rotatable shaft 56 
liquid annulus 20. An additional small angular velocity which extends through the elld walls 52 and 53. An aper- 
is provided to the liquid annulus 20 due to friction of the ture plate 57 disposed between the cylindrical flange 55 
drum 17. and the shaft 56 nlaintains the axial alignment of the 
In order to establish a liquid annulus 21 having an drum 51 by preveilting radial movement of the cylindrical 
inner surface, the diameter of which is equal to the diam- 35 flange 55. 
eter of the inner surface of the liquid annulus 20, a plural- The boiler section 10 is completed by a stationary cylin- 
ity of small conduits 14a are provided in the wall 14 radi- drical jacket 58 disposed coaxially around the drum 15, 
ally outward from the inner surface of the liquid annulus the jacket 55 having end 59 and 60.  annular seal 
20. AS viewed in FIG. 1, the liquid moves axially toward 61 js disposed between a cylindrical flange 42 which ex- 
the right from the drum 17 into the drum 13 via the con- 40 tends outwardly from the end wall 59 coaxially with the 
duits 14a. The conduits 140 impart angular velocity to shaft 56. Similarly, an annular seal 63 is disposed between 
the liquid so that the slippage or difference between the the cylindrical flange 55 of the drum 51 and a cylindrical, 
angular velocity of the liquid annulus 21 and the rotation oulwardly extending flange $4 which extends axially Out- 
rate of the drum 13 is negligible. Thus, the conduits 14a ward from the end wall 60 coaxially with the cylindrical 
together with the surface friction in drum 17 serve as flange 55. 
angular velocity imparting means for the boiler liquid. 45 order to heat the druln 51, a suitable heating fluid 
ordinarily, when a liquid is heated to  obtain vapor, the or liquid such as potassium or lithium is heated liquid undergoes boiling in which the surface becomes to high temp",ature by a heater 65, as for example a nu- 
very turbulent. Such turbulence causes liquid droplets to clear reactor, and forced by a circulating such as be dispersed in the vapor. Consequently, where high Wal- a pump 64 through a pipe 67 into the space between the ity vapor is desired, a sharp interface must be produced 50 cyclindrical Rang-, 55 and the cylindrical flange 64. The 
between the liquid and the vapor. high temperature fluid moves axially toward the left, as In the instant invention, the annulus 21 is heated by the in F ~ G ,  2, in the sapce between the drum 51 and heater elements 41 disposed around the outside of the the cylindrical jacket 58. A circumferential couette flow drum 13 to boil the liquid forming the annulus 21. How- is also induced in the healing fluid by the rotation of the 
ever, because of the high angular velocity of the annulus 5s drum 51,  Because of the shear (and secolldary flow) in 
21 a sharp interface is produced between the induced couette flow, a high convection heat-transfer the liquid annulus and the vapor 50 whereby high quality is advantageously establislled at the outer sur- 
vapor results. The vapor is created in the boiling liquid face of the drum 53.  Additionally, rotation of the drum 
annulus 21 near the heated drum 33 and at the interface, 
creates a radial density gradient in the heating fluid, send- 
and is centrifuged radially inward toward the center of ro- 60 . ing the hotter fluid elements to the outer surface of the tation. This vapor 50 then travels axially to the right, as drum 51, This increases heat transfer. The heaiing ; ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~  ~ f ~ t ; , , ' i ~ ~ d ; , " , " ~ ~ b ~ , " : " o ~ . h ~ t ~ , " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  fluid then passes through a pipe 65 back to the heat source 
From the foregoing it will be seen &at the where it is reheated and recirculated through the path 
rotating boiler of the instant invention provides a con- ti5 just described' 
tinuous fio\<~-throrrgh. ' f ia t  is, liquid enters at  orre end, The circumfercnlial coi!eite flow mentioneti previously 
flows the other end in an annulus, is produces a self-prunping action to circulate the heating 
vaporized and continues flowing the same axial direction fluid. This self-pumping aciior, may be gr-eat enough under 
to the point where it is to be utilized. certain conditions that the pump 66 is no longer required. 
It is desirable to the drLlm at the highesl possi- iO By adding suitable vanes to the exterior surfaces of the 
ble speed in order that a sharp interface will be produced ~ N I I I I  51, the self-pumping action is st~bstaniially in- 
between the liquid and vapor phases in the drum. High cre;ised. 
speed rotation also generates high artificial gravities 1!7 the enrbotiirnc:nt o f  IFBCi. 2 ;I Ltll.bii~~: n~ofo~.  59 se1.v~~ 
whereby operation of the boiler is sllbstantiolly unafl'ected as the dl.l!iiI driving rneans. 'J'iie tui-bine motor- 69 com- 
by orientation to earth gravity or by gravitational fields 7: prircs an outer housing 70 ivhicb is contigtrous with the 
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cylindrical 5ailge of ihe jacket $8. Stator blades 71 exlend operated at a, speed gi-eater than norinal!y perriiitied. 
radially inward from tile houiing '10, The shaft 56 on This is acconlplished by uli!izir?g the pnrr7p 66 to force the 
which the drum 51 is carricd ex;eilds illto the turbine heating fluid into the space between the drum 51 and the 
housing 75 and is supported in a hearing 72. The turbine jacket 58 under increased pressure. The pressure thus ap- 
motor 49 is completed by rolor blades 73 which extend plied t~ the outsiclz of tllc drum 51 rclieves the hoop- 
radially outward from the shaft 54. The shaft 56 is also stress limits so that a higher speed of rotation may be 
supported by a bearing 74 adjacent to the cylindrical realized. 
flange 62 of the end wall 59 of the jacket 58. Referring to FIG. 2b, there is shown a modification to 
T o  the end that liquid will be supplicd to the interior of the structure of FIG. 20. As shown in FIG. 2b, the pump 
the drum 51, an  axle passageway 75 is provided in the 66 has been eliminated and circulation of the heating 
shaft 56 and extends inwardly of the end wall 52 of the fluid is achieved by the self-pumping action resulting from 
drum 56 where it terminates as a port 750 in the shaft 56. rotation of the drum. In  order to pressurize the space be- 
In  order to impart an  angular velocity to the liquid enter- tween the drum 51 and the jacket 58, a pneumatic dome 
ing the drum 51 whereby a liquid annulus 7 6  will form is inserted in the pipe 68 between the jacket 58 and the 
on the interior surface of the drum 51, a tube 77 extends 15 heat source 65. 
radially outward from the port 750 in the shaft 56. The Referring now to FIG. 3 there is shown a vapor gen- 
length of the tube 77 is such that the end of the tube re- erating system which utilizes the rotating drums 13 and 
mote from the port 75a is adjacent to but not touching 17 of FIG. 1 in lieu of the drum 51 shown in FIG. 2. 
the surface of the drum 51. If desired, the tube 77 may The numerals identifying parts within the drums 13 and 
be replaced by a plurality of nozzles communicating with 20 17 of FIG. 3 are identical to numerals used to identify 
the passageway 75 .  corresponding parts in FIG. 1 with two exceptions, name- 
The flow rate of the liquid being supplied to the in- ly, numeral 75a identifying the port in the shaft 56 and 
terior of the drum 51 is controlled by a throttle valve 78 numeral 57 identifying an apertured plate now shown in 
and a pump 7 9 .  The throttle valve 78 and the pump 79 FIG. 1. Similarly, like parts in FIGS. 2 and 3 are identi- 
are disposed in a pipe 80 which connects a source of liquid 25 fied by like numerals. 
81 such as sodium o r  potassium to the axial passage 75 The operation of the drums 13 and 17 is substantially 
of the shaft 56. As is well known to those skilled in the tur- the same as in the structure of FIG. 1. Likewise, the cir- 
bine art, in Rankine cycle systems the vapor leaving the culation of heating fluid around the drum is substantially 
turbine is condensed and recirculated to the boiler. The as described in relation to FIG. 2. As in the case of PIG. 
source of liquid 81 referred to herein is intended to include 30 2, vapor passes out of the drum causing rotation of the 
the condenser and other ancillary recirculating equip- turbine blades 7 3  carried on the shaft 56 which extends 
ment of a Rankine cycle system. into the turbine motor 69. Since the drums 13 and 17 
Leakage of the liquid where the pipe 80 abuts the shaft are carried on the shaft 56, they rotate at  high speed with 
56 is prevented by an annular seal 81a disposed between the turbine rotor. 
the pipe 80 and a cyclindrical Aange 82 formed on  the 35 FIG. 3b illustrates the same modification to the heat- 
end of the shaft 56. Similarly, a face-seal could be used ing means of FIG. 3a that is shown in FIG. 2b relative 
in this and other seal installations. to FIG. 20. 
Operation of the boiler illustrated in FIG. 2 will now It will be understood that changes and modifications 
be described. A fluid, heated by the nuclear reactor 65, is may be made to the foregoing structures without depart- 
forced by the pump 66 into the space between the drum 'I0 ing from the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth 
51 and the jacket 58 by way of the pipe 67. The heated in the claims appended thereto. 
fluid flows axially and circumferentially as described pre- What is claimed is: 
viously, and passes over the outer surface of the drum 1.  I n  a vapor generating system including a source of 
51. The fluid then flows through the pipe 68 back to the liquid, in con~bination, 
nuclear reactor 65. 45 a drum supported on  a shaft for rotation therewith 
I t  will be assumed, for purposes of explanation of the about an  axis passing through the center of the drum 
gsneration of vapor in the drum 51, that the drum and the parallel to its surface of revolution, said drum in- 
shaft 56 together with the rotor blades '73 are rotating at cluding an outlet for the vapor, 
high speed. The pump 79 forces liquid coming from the driving means connected to said drum to drive the 
condenser into the liquid annulus 76  through a liquid 50 same at  a high rotational speed, 
flow path comprising the pipe 80, the throttle valve 7 8 ,  the angular velocity imparting me,ans connected in liquid 
passageway 75 in the shaft 56 and the tube 77. As the receiving relationships to the source of liquid and 
liquid passes through the tube "1, an angular velocity is disposed inside the drum to impart an angular ve- 
imparted to the liquid because of the high speed rotation locity to the liquid annulus that is formed against 
of the shaft 56. The liquid then flows out of the tube 77 55 the interior surface of the drum, 
into the liquid annulus 76. heating means comprising a stationary jacket disposed 
The flow rate of the liquid being delivered to the liquid outside of the drum in space relationship thereto, a 
annulus 76 is controlled by the throttle valve 78 and the heat source, means for connecting the heat source to 
pump 79. The throttle valve 78 is adjusted so that the the jacket in fluid conducting relationship whereby a 
liquid flow is just sufficient to replenish the liquid being 60 henting fluid is circulated through the heat source and 
converted into vapor 83 by the heat app!ied to the drum ths space between the jacket by the self-pumping ac- 
54 by the heating fluid. iion of the drum, and 
The vapor 83 moves toward the right through the out- liqtlid fiow rate control meam disposed between the 
let opening 54, the aperture plate 57 and the turbine source of liquid and the drum to maintain the depth 
housing 70. The iilovement of the vapor thi-oiigh the fur.. 65 of tile liquicl annulus at  a prescribed value inde- 
bine hoiisi~lf 768 produces rotation of the rotor blacies 73 pendent of tlie vaporization rale and rotative sprcd. 
thereby drivicp the turbine and shaft 56 and the drum 2. The vapor generating system of claim 1 wherein 
51. Because the shaft 56 is extencied into and is part of vanes are disposed on the exterior surface of the drum to 
the turbine motor 69, the drum 51 is rotated at extremely increase circulation of the heating nuid and wherein a 
high speed on the order of 10,000 to 20,000 r.p.m. with 70 pneumatic doale is disposed between the heating means 
all the advantages set forill above. and the jacket to pressurize the space between the jacket 
As in the case of the drurns 13 and I7 of FIG. I ,  the and the drum whereby the hoop-stress limits of the drum 
rotational speed of the drum 51 must be restricted so are relieved. 
that the hoop-stress limits are not exceeded. Advantage- 3. The vapor generating system of claim 1, the shaft 
ously, in the embodiment of FIG. 2, the drum may be 75 on  which the drum is nlounted having an axial passage 
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in one end c o ~ i ~ r n i ~ ~ i c a t ~ n _ ~  \v,liIi a poit in t i tc 4aft s-t'd 111g meaiic: is a tulblne motor connected in vapor receiv- 
p o ~ t  ocenlilg Into the tirurn, salt1 f l o , ~  late contiol means ing relatmnshlp to the second alum section. said turllne 
complrsrng a first pump ~lnd a throttle valve connecied motor ~nclildlng a rotor compllsrng rotor blades cairled 
between the source of llqurd and said one end of the on a portion oi the iotatable silaft extended Into the tnl- 
shaft, and said angular veiocrty ~nvart ing means corn- , blnz uloior. 
plising a tube extending ~sdially from the port in the " 9 The structure as set forth rn claim 7 wherein vanes 
shaft. are disposed on the exterior suiface of the drum to in- 
4. The vapor geneiating system of claim 2 in which crease circulation of the heating fluid and wherein a pneu- 
the dliving means comprises a tuibine motor connected matic dome is disposed between the heating means and 
in vapor receiving relationship to the drum and includ- lo the jacket to pressurize the space between the jacket and 
ing a rotor having a direct mechanical connection to the the dium wheleby the hoop-stiess limits of the drum are 
other end of the shaft on which the drum is carlied. I rlieved. 
5. In a vapor generating system including a source of PO. The structure set forth in claim 7 in which the 
liquid, in combination, heat source is a nuclear reactor. 
a drum supported on a shaft for lotation therewith 15 PI. The structuie of claim 7 in which a second pump 
about an axis passing through the center of the drnm is disposed between the heat source and the jacket to cir- 
palallel to its surface of revolution, said drum in- culate the heating fluid and to pressurize thc space be- 
cluding an outlet for the vapor, tween the jacket and the drum whereby the hoop-stiess 
said drum being divided into fiist and second sections by limits of the drum are relieved. 
a wall having a plurality of conduits therein adjacent 20 12. The stiucture set forth in claim 8 in which the heat- 
to the interior surface of the drum, the shaft on ing means comprises a stationary jacket disposed outside 
which the drum is carried having a port opening into of the drum in space relationship theieto, a heat soulce, 
said first drum section and communicating with an means for connecting the heat source to the jacket in 
axial passage in the shaft, said shaft being connected fluid conducting relationship whereby a heating fluid is 
to the source of liquid, the heaing means being dis- 25 cilculated through the heat source and the space between 
posed around said second drum section, the jacket by the self-pumping action of the drum. 
driving means connected to said dlum to drive the 13. The structure set forth in claim 12 in which vanes 
same at a high rotational speed, are disposed on the exterior surface of the drum to in- 
angular velocity imparting means connected in liquid crease circulation of the heating fluid and wherein a 
receiving relationships to the source of liquid and 30 pneumatic dome is disposed between the heating means 
disposed inside the drum to impart an angular ve- and the jacket to pressurize the space between the jacket 
locity to the liquid annulus that is formed against and the drum whereby the hoop-stress limits of the drum 
the interior surface of the drum, ale relieved. 
heating means disposed outside of the dlum to heat 14. The structure set forth in claim 12 in which a sec- 
the drum and the liquid annulus whereby vapol is 35 ond pump is disposed between th.: heat source and the 
produced, and jacket to circulate the heating fluid and to pressuiize the 
liqnid flow rate control means disposed between the space between the jacket and the drum whereby the hoop- 
source of liquid and the drum to maintain the depth stress limits of the dium are relieved. 
of the liquid annulus at a prescribed value inde- 15. The structure set forth in claim 13 in which the 
pendent of the vaporization rate and rotative speed. 43 heat somce is a nuclear reactor. 
6. The structure set forth in claim 5 in which the flow 
rate control means comprises a plug positioned in the ' References Cited 
- - -  
port in the shaft, a rotating float operatively connected to 
the plug, and alignment means connected to the plug and 
the float to restrict the plug to radial movement with 
the first drum. 
7. The structure set foith in claim 6 in which the h 
ing means comprises a stationary jacket disposed out 
of the drum in space relationship thereto, a heat source, 
means for connecting the heat source to the jacket in fluid 50 
conducting relationship whereby a heating fluid is circu- 
lated through the heat source and the space between the 
jacket by the self-pumping action of the drum. 
8. The structure set forth in claim 5 in which the diiv- 
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